
2023 Breeders Edition

LandingStrip Loft: 
Where high quality 

is the standard!



Hello, Guy here from LandingStrip Lofts. I just wanted to thank you for having interest in our pigeons! We are 
proud to have some of the best genetics in the sport. The search to add the best the sport has to offer never 
stops. I am very excited for 2023 and can not wait to see how these pigeons produce for me this year. 
At LandingStrip Loft, we are breeding from multiple different top performers at the club, combine and national 
level, ace pigeons from the biggest One Loft Races in the world, children of big winners, and some superstar 
breeders. Look through our breeding pairs and their pedigrees. 2023 is going to be exciting! If you have any 
questions, feel free to reach out. Thank you! 

Guy Quartarone

Owner of LandingStrip Lofts 
Website: landingstriploft.com

Email: landingstriplofts@gmail.com

Tel: 774-219-2157



**STOCK MATING in an individual pen**

MCLOFTS 548 is probably the #1 breeding cock at LandingStrip Loft. Father to several top combine positions, money 
winners, and race winners. Six children of 548 are breeding winners around the USA. One daughter bred three winners 
her first-year breeding. Another daughter bred a top champion bird SNE Combine 2022 old birds. The list is endless 
for descendants of 548 and his siblings!
“Perfect Diamond” the #1 breeding hen at LandingStrip Loft. She is mother to numerous generations of winners across 
the United States and now in the United Kingdom. She is super potent and has a golden breeding eye. She is maybe 
the best breeding black in the United States. 



PEDIGREES



Pair #1 

RI 1639 is the best son of the champion breeding “Perfect Diamond” hen at LandingStrip Lofts. 1639 is father and 
grandfather to multiple winners and top pigeons in different parts of the country. Two generations of winners, diploma 
winners and money winners in two years from 1639.

MCLOFTS 1439 is a spitting image of her mother and loaded with quality! The only baby bred in 2022 from the famous 
2780. MCLOFTS 1439 is from the best aunt to The Freak 2780 when paired to a half brother to The Freak. All the best 
winning Staf Van Reet blood over the last 30 years is in this hen! 



PEDIGREES



Pair #2

PURP 2143 was a champion racer winning multiple =1st club and concourse positions and scoring 4th =1st on the drop 
at the Purple Heart Final at 429 miles. Finished 106th National Ace USA with over 95,000 recorded in the AU National 
Database. Dam is an original Tony Yang, granddaughter TE’s Code Blue when paired to an original Greek 
Connection, grandson to Who’s Your Daddy

KOLV 1378 was 5th ace pigeon of the AZ Classic Derby. A gift from my good friend Geert Kolvenbag, one of the top 
One Loft Racers in the USA. She is mother to money winners and multiple top scores in her first-year breeding. 



PEDIGREES



Pair #3

LSL 2 is a super racing and super breeding grandson to Perfect Diamond. Direct son to “1639”.  In his first year he 
bred multiple top positions in the club and combine. One daughter scored at 150, 200, 300, and 350 miles flying 
8.5 hours into headwinds as a late bred. 

MCLOFTS 413 is a special hen that has not been tested. Father is one of the best breeders at McLaughlin Lofts in 
the last 15 years. Generation after generation of big winners from 1002. Dam is a full sister to the champion “Cool 
Dude Michael” 15th SAMDPR with only 43-day birds. 





Pair #4

LSL 102 is a near perfect cock bred for stock. Father is an original McLaughlin Lofts pigeon and a champion breeding 
Hebberecht. Sire bred 1st Boston Concourse and is grandfather to 3rd Southern Belle on a tough day. He was mated to my #1 
hen “Perfect Diamond”. The list of results behind these pigeons are endless! 

MCLOFTS 900 was a special order direct off the current #1 hen at McLaughlin Lofts “1263” mother to 1st Big Andy's 451 
miles and grandmother to 1st Hoosier Final Race winning by over 8 minutes. Sire is a top racing son of Sablon cock “2198” 
who scored over and over at the top in the New England Open.  





Pair #5

MCLOFTS 1456 is a perfect late hatch from his super dark hen pairing. Sire is a champion breeding full brother to 
the Dark Hen when paired to a daughter to the Dark Hen. Dam is aunt to 1st Hoosier Final Race 2018. 1456 is a 
half sister to MCLOFTS 1209 who was leading champion bird in the SNE Combine and then retired after 9 weeks.

2566 is going to be a star. Bred by Kenny White of Ocean Grove. From his super breeder and double combine 
winner when paired to his “Red Band Winner” who was 1st RIS Futurity at 350 miles in a tough race. Sisters and 
brothers of 2566 have bred combine winners out to 600 miles. 





Pair #6

LSL 11 is one of the last children ever from the sire and dam. Both parents are responsible for generations of winners 
across the United States! The best of the Golden Mattens and the very best original Maurice Casaert pigeons. 

RI 493 is from Kenny White of Ocean Grove. A top fancier in the Southern New England Combine. Both sire and dam 
have bred generations of winners across New England at all distances. 



PEDIGREES



Pair #7

“Unstoppable” BRA 213 was a superstar racer at the Point Pleasant Classic One Loft Race. =1st 5x and 6th at 283 miles. 
A direct son to champion breeder 379. Unstoppable is also half brother to 1st SNE Combine against 846 pigeons 69 lofts 
winning by a wide margin of over 12 minutes. 

BELG 2039474 is a special Sablon hen with one of the best feather qualities in my loft. Father is nest brother to ”Linda” 
6th National Ace KBDB. Mother is a super racer and granddaughter to Dromer. Both parents are children of Lucky 29. 
The best of the Sablon pigeons put into one! 



PEDIGREES



Pair #8

MCLOFTS 379 is a top 3 breeding cock at LandingStrip Loft. Father to 1st SNE Combine by over 12 minutes against 846 
pigeons 69 lofts. Father to “Unstoppable” 5x =1st at the Point Pleasant Classic One Loft Race. Grandfather to numerous 
top racers around the USA. He is fast becoming a champion breeder! Bred from a top son of Hit Pair “71 x 2470”. 

MCLOFTS 600 is a special hen I selected from McLaughlin Lofts. A direct daughter to “The Freak” when mated to a full 
brother to “Cool Dude Michael”. MCLOFTS 600 is mother and grandmother to top combine and one loft scores. 



PEDIGREES



Pair #9

ANDY 105 is a super nice cock from my friend Andy Skwiat. He is bred from “Lacey” 3rd final Golden Algarve 2019. Lacey is a 
super breeder for Andy! Dam is a granddaughter to “TroubleMaker x Vegas Hen” and bred 1st Crooked River 2021. The best 
One Loft Genetics are behind 105! 

LSL 170 is the first baby ever from the superstar racer “Unstoppable” who was 5x =1st from 125 to 350 miles. Dam is a super 
breeding daughter to “Mercury” when paired to the national ace hen “170”.  She is breeding winners across the USA and 
Africa. 





Pair #10

RI 2667 is a super cock from Kenny White of Ocean Grove. Bred diploma winners as is still very young. Direct son to 
“The Egg” foundation breeder. Generations of big winners from 100 to 600 miles are down from “The Egg” he is a once in 
a lifetime breeder! If he were marketed his children would be worth thousands. 

S 463 “Freak of Nature” was 2nd Champion Bird in the club and 5th champion bird combine. 3rd AU HOF MA and 5th AU 
HOF Zone 6, biggest zone in the AU. She scored in 8 races out of 10 she was entered in.  She bred =1st combine in her 
2021 young birds and my first bird in the 350-mile bond race in 2022 young birds placing 23rd. 



PEDIGREES



Pair #11

MCLOFTS 1236 is a very special pigeon. A full brother to “Miss Indiana” 1st Place Hoosier Classic Final Race by 8 
minutes Winning $175,000. Two on the drop. He is father and grandfather to top scores in the SNE Combine and 
one daughter scored twice at the Hoosier 2022. 

BE 1101147 is inbred to the best of the Marcel Wouters pigeons. An inbred granddaughter to “Den Ad” 1st National 
Ace 2010. There are no better Wouters pigeons anywhere! 



PEDIGREES



Pair #12

MCLOFTS 1455 is a special cock! Direct off champion breeding full brother to the “Dark Hen” when mated to 
an aunt to 1st Hoosier 2018 who is also a daughter to the dark hen. 1455 is half sibling to superstar racer 
1209 who dominated the SNE Combine 2022 old birds. 

O&L 4455 is a super nice little hen loaded with vitality. She is direct from a son to the famous “Nieuwe 
Olympiad” when paired to a direct daughter of “Oympic Hans”. All the finest Eijerkamp and Leo Heremans 
pigeons packed into one pedigree! 



PEDIGREES



MCLOFTS 1246 has all the qualities to be a foundation breeder. Bred from the very best of the old line Staf Van Reet 
pigeons. Maybe the last one ever from champion 2400 when paired to a grandson of “Brian x Mary” and ”Red Tide”. 

“Sienna” GB 057724 was a superstar racer. She finished 6th Final Golden Algarve and the 23rd Ace Pigeon of the series. 
She is perfect in the hand and a super breeder to boot. One daughter bred a top ace pigeon in Mexico, another daughter 
bred 13th Grand Average Victoria Falls 2021-2022, and she herself bred top combine positions 2022 young birds. 

Pair #13



PEDIGREES



Pair #14

6195 is a beautiful grandson to the famous “Constans”. A vitality filled cock who is becoming a champion breeder! 
One son bred top scores in the United Kingdom and children bred top positions in 2022. 

578 is a special late bred from 2021 I had specially mated from McLaughlin Lofts. Her full sister is a top breeder! 
Sister bred “Freak of Nature” 5th AU HOF Zone 6. Mother and grandmother to combine winners and multiple diploma 
winners. 



PEDIGREES



Pair #15

MCLOFTS 2660 is direct from two stars! Sire is 1472 a superstar racing Van Reet who won out to 500 miles. He is 
now breeding top pigeons. Dam is the best breeding daughter to ”The Freak” who is one of the best breeding hens at 
McLaughlin Lofts. Bred 80th Pattaya and many other stars!

RI 1249 is a super breeder! Full sister was 5th SNE Combine against 970 pigeons. 1249 is also a granddaughter to 
Perfect Diamond and is mother to several different money winners in One Loft and Futurity races around the country. 



PEDIGREES



Pair #16

“Superpower” KT 1042907 was the 12th Super Ace pigeon of Victoria Falls 2021-2022 series. His pedigree is loaded with so 
many champions it is silly. It is a perfect example on how you can build the perfect champion pedigree. 

MCLOFTS 835 is a perfect hen! An inbred half sister to “The Freak” from the sire to The Freak when mated to the best sister 
of “The Freak”. 835 bred =1st combine 2022 young birds against 957 birds and 57 lofts. She also bred 2nd GHC at 200 miles 
versus 88 pigeons. She is going to be a good one! 





Pair #17

NL 1358833 is fast becoming one of my best breeding cocks. One son was multiple times =1st in training and hot spot 
races and finishes 6th USA Ace pigeon of Algarve Great Derby. In 2022 he bred two sons that scored in young birds 
200-300 miles at the top of the combine. 

MCLOFTS 302 is a special hen. She is bred off the best son to “The Freak” when paired to a top Derwa hen. Her first 
year breeding she bred “Freak of Nature” who scored over and over in young birds scoring 8 times out of 10 races. 5th

Champion Bird combine and 5th AU HOF Zone 6. Two brothers scored at 200-300 miles young birds at the top of the 
combine. 



PEDIGREES



”Sweet Dreams” EASLEY 136 is a super cock from my good friend Ken Easley. Bred from the father to “Puggle” 4th

SAMDPR final race. Puggle came 5 minutes before the winner went in but trapped 4th.  Dam is “Spot Porsche” daughter 
of “Porsche 911 x Nest Sister Boxter”. 

“Perfect Diamond 171” is a super daughter of the “Diamond Couple”. I feel that she is going to be the future of my 
breeding loft. She is a spitting image of what ”Perfect Diamond” was when she was a young bird. 

Pair #18



PEDIGREES



Pair #19

MCLOFTS 1443 is going to be a star. A beautiful late hatch from 2022. The last ever from the sire and he is a spitting 
image of his father. Sire is a double grandson to “The End” when paired to a granddaughter to “Brian”. 

EASLEY 4570 is a spectacular hen. Sire is a son to “Konbird x Victoria” and dam is a daughter to “Willi x Ruby”. Some of 
the best pigeons ever at the Easley Breeding Team. 



PEDIGREES



Pair #20

1047800 has many champions behind him! His sire is a direct son to the “Favorite Pair”. Full brother to the sire of 
1047800 bred “Nieuwe Olympiad” one of the most famous Leo Heremans pigeons in the world! 1047800 has children 
and grandchildren scoring around the United States. 

NL 1529753 has some of the worlds best long-distance genetics behind her. An inbred granddaughter to “New 
Laureaat”. Also, behind her is “New Witbuik” “Kliene Jade” and the best breeding full sister to famous “Harry” named 
“Hilde”. She will be breeding for the first time in 2023. 





Pair #21

1100914 is a special gift from my friend John Georgopolous from Greek Connection and Adrien Mirabelle. An inbred 
grandson to “Zodiac” 1st National Ace KBDB. Dam is a half sister to ”Zodiac” and nest brother “Divock” who were 1st and 
4th National Ace KBDB. 

MCLOFTS 3011 is a super hen that has never been bred. Direct from McLaughlin Lofts top breeding Imbrecht cock 
when paired to 1st Champion Spring at Empire Classic. She is a half sister to “The Freak” also a half sister to 1st USA 
Super ace, 25th overall at Victoria Falls. 





Pair #22

GB 46619 is a superstar breeder and is sibling to champion breeders. Direct from “Champion Chips” the best breeding 
son to Chipo maybe in the world. Dam is a super Albert Derwa pigeon who is direct from “De Primo” champion racer. 
46619 bred four kids in 2022 who all scored in big races around the USA. 

CHICAGO 3096 was a gift from my good friend Mike Larson. She is a daughter to one of the only children of “Gladiator” 
in the United States! Her first-year breeding was in 2022 and she bred four top pigeons that scored at the top of the 
sheets week after week. 



PEDIGREE



Pair #23

“Amigo Jr” NL 1528081 is a special cock who is brother to major national wins! A full brother to ”Zorro” 2nd Provincial 
against 18,392 pigeons and 15th NPO against 16,611 pigeons. A grandson of ”Amigo” who was 3x 1st against up to 
38,401 pigeons. 

631001 has it all. She is an inbred half sister to the famous “Shakira” of the Best Kittel Family. Shakira is known as the 
best mate for Best Kittel. From a father x daughter mating. 





Pair #24

”Freddy’s Twin” RO 0444949 is a super cock  that is a spitting image of “Freddy”. Children have scored out to 350 miles 
in young birds and out to 500 miles old birds in the New England Open. 

LSL 144 is the only pigeon I sent to the Hoosier in 2022. She scored twice in the first two races. When I got her home 
from the race, she had half her 10th flight in. She was probably missing her 10th and had half a 9th flight for the final. She 
is bred from a brother to 1st Hoosier 2020 when paired to a Van Reet Kanibaal hen. 





Pair #25

RADR 17 is a super cock from my friend Johaan Grobbelaar. A full brother to ”One Loft Queen” who was 2nd Cape 
Town International with only 5-day birds. He is also grandson to 1st Hot Spot Ace, 2nd Hot Spot Ace, 1st Derby Arona 
and 1st Dapri.

“Jungle Story” BE 4035270 was that 5th Ace Pigeon of Victoria Falls 2018-2019 series. She was 46th final at 619km. 
She is a super hen in the hand and a real eye catcher. Lightly bred. She is going to be a good one! 





Pair #26

O&L 4443 is a super half brother to the famous “Copperhead” the 1st Ace Pigeon of the Pattaya International One Loft 
Race. He is bred from the sire to “Copperhead” when paired to a super Leo Heremans pigeon. All the best genetics are 
behind 4443! 

LSL 183 is a daughter to my #1 breeding cock. There are several siblings and half siblings breeding winners around the 
USA. Children, grandchildren, great grandchildren of 548 are winning around the USA in major races! 





Pair #27

BE 1156103 is a gift from my good friend Adrien Mirabelle. Champion fancier in Belgium. Took me over a year to get 
him and this is his first-year breeding. Bred from one of his best grandsons to Wittekop Sylvester when paired to a super 
granddaughter to “Le Pros” and “Blauwe Bliskem”. 

ARPU 77409 was bred by my good friend Tony Yang. She was my best racing hen in 2021 and then put to stock. In 
2022 she bred four children who scored and won money in final races. One son most notably ”2143” was a superstar 
racer in the Purple Heart. He scored over and over again and was =1st 4th on the final at 429 miles. 





Pair #28

GB 58842 is a super class vitality filled cock. Gift from Champion Fancier Darren Ede. Sire is a full brother to “Olympic 
Lieke” 3rd National Ace pigeon of Holland and also a son of New Harry. Dam is “Lone Survivor” 5th International Ace 
Pigeon, 3rd Knockout pigeon, and 45th final. 

RI 1610 is a daughter of my best cock. She is sister to 2,3 combine against 846 pigeons 69 lofts. In her first year 
breeding she bred 3x 1st prizes. In 2022 children and grandchildren scored out to 350 miles. My best 2022 young bird 
was a granddaughter to 1610.  Full brother bred =1st Purple Heart winner 2022 and grandfather to 4th Cuevas Classic 264 
miles




